
ACCORDI Bianco

roduction area:              Giavera del Montello in region of Veneto - Italy 

tem:  
,50 - 2500 stocks/Ha 

llaceous variety 

  ber 
this wine is fermented 

         
olour: 

P
Varietals:                Chardonnay – Incrocio Manzoni - Tai (Tocai) 
Training sys                Sylvouz 
Plants density: 3,20 x 2
Soil:  Medium clay leaning to the argi
Production:   9000 - 13000 Kg/Ha 
Harvest time:  First ten days of Septem
Vinification:              After natural sedimentation 

between 18-20°C. Kept in steel tanks for two/three 
 months before bottling 

C Straw yellow 

Bouquet:  Fresh and fragrant with  fruity aromas, elegant and very 

Taste:  
Serving  suggestions:  

Best served at:       
Alcohol: 
Sugar:  

Total acidity:  

            bright 
Attractive and delightful palate with good acidity  
Hors-d’oeuvres, delicate pasta or rice dishes, seafoo 
and  white  meat
8° - 10°C.  
%12 vol.  
7 g./lt. 
5,8 g./lt.

The “Duranteʼs Farm” lies in the north-west of the zone known as “Piave DOC”, in the Province of Treviso. This area owns its exceptional 
development to the efforts and constant interaction with the territory and its natural resources.
The area of the Piave DOC covers a vast plain that is confined to the south by the sea, to the north-west by the hills of Conegliano and Montello, its 
length crossed by the Piave river, whilst to the north-east it borders on the region of Friuli. Each wine is produced with the same dedication, respecting 
the ancient laws of nature though modern.
In this long-lasting wine-making tradition area you find “Duranteʼs farm”, a small family-owned winery located at the foot of Montello, run by father 
Lino and both sons Ivano and Michele. The “Duranteʼs farm” is an 18 hectars land also called “Le Spinee,” its name derives from a place originally 
(400-600 AD) inhabited by monks, and later abandoned. In this plot of land wild prickly bushes and brambles started growing, therefore the Italian 
word for “spine”, “Le Spinee”. Now this part of land has become a lush wine estate where, in the aim of pursuing the tradition handed down by their 
grandfather and their father, both Ivano and Michele joined the organic agriculture since 1998.

Organic agriculture is more than simply a way of farming, It is also a philosophy. There is no doubt that growing using organic principles protects the 
environment and the people who work in the vineyards. The fundamental idea behind organic wine is that making wine from grapes without chemical 
fertilizers, weed killers, insecticides and other synthetic chemicals is better both for the planet and for the wine drinker.
Maintaining a healthy, biologically active soil is our main objective. In the vineyard it means cultivating the soil and planting cover crops, instead of 
applying herbicides. It means using natural fertilizers, versus chemical fertilizers. We encourage natural predators of insect pests instead of using 
poisonous insecticides. You can easily find sparrows and blackbird nests among wine rows or on the trees, or notice the race of a hare or some 
pheasants among the bushes!




